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Abstract—This contribution demonstrates that quantitative
ultrasound (QUS) capabilities are platform independent, using
an in vivo model. Frequency-dependent attenuation estimates,
backscatter coefficient, and effective scatterer diameter estimates are shown to be comparable across four different ultrasound imaging systems with varied processing techniques. The
backscatter coefficient (BSC) is a fundamental material property from which several QUS parameters are estimated; therefore, consistent BSC estimates among different systems must
be demonstrated. This study is an intercomparison of BSC
estimates acquired by three research groups (UIUC, UW, ISU)
from four in vivo spontaneous rat mammary fibroadenomas using three clinical array systems and a single-element laboratory scanner system. Because of their highly variable backscatter
properties, fibroadenomas provided an extreme test case for
BSC analysis, and the comparison is across systems for each
tumor, not across the highly heterogeneous tumors. RF echo
data spanning the 1 to 12 MHz frequency range were acquired
in three dimensions from all animals using each system. Each
research group processed their RF data independently, and the
resulting attenuation, BSC, and effective scatterer diameter
(ESD) estimates were compared. The attenuation estimates
across all systems showed the same trends and consistently fit
the power-law dependence on frequency. BSCs varied among
the multiple slices of data acquired by each transducer, with
variations between transducers being of a similar magnitude as
those from slice to slice. Variation between BSC estimates was
assessed via functional signal-to-noise ratios derived from backscatter data. These functional signal-to-noise ratios indicated
that BSC versus frequency variations between systems ranged
from negligible compared with the noise level to roughly twice
the noise level. The corresponding functional analysis of variance (fANOVA) indicated statistically significant differences
between BSC curves from different systems. However, root
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mean squared difference errors of the BSC values (in decibels)
between different transducers and imaging platforms were less
than half of the BSC magnitudes in most cases. Statistical
comparison of the effective scatterer diameter (ESD) estimates
resulted in no significant differences in estimates from three of
the four transducers used for those estimates, demonstrating
agreement among estimates based on the BSC. This technical
advance demonstrates that these in vivo measurements can
be made in a system-independent manner; the necessary step
toward clinical implementation of the technology.

I. Introduction

Q

uantitative ultrasound (QUS) imaging is a modelbased approach aimed at lesion detection and classification. In contrast to conventional B-mode imaging
that provides primarily qualitative images of tissue, QUS
attempts to extract quantitative values associated with
tissue microstructure by analyzing the RF echo data. The
frequency-dependent backscatter coefficient (BSC) is a
fundamental material property that describes the echogenicity of a material on an absolute scale. The BSC is
a system-independent and operator-independent quantity
and is the basis of many QUS parameter estimates. The
frequency-dependent attenuation is a necessary parameter
for obtaining accurate BSC estimates, and additionally
provides independent material information.
QUS has been used successfully in identifying and discriminating ocular [1], [2] and prostate [3], [4] tumors, for
measuring renal arteriolar and glomerular diameters [5],
[6], and for detecting diffuse liver disease [7]. For QUS
estimates to translate to the clinic, system independence
is imperative. Interlaboratory comparison studies allow
for an assessment of measurement agreement among different groups and systems. Previous comparison studies
have evaluated quantitative backscatter and attenuation
for physical phantoms with known properties, including
those having glass bead scatterers with different diameter distributions. When methods to account for system
dependencies on phantom-based echo data were applied,
excellent agreement (nominally unbiased with about 1-dB
standard deviation in well-characterized phantoms) be-
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tween measured values and scattering theory was demonstrated among different measurement systems (with both
single-element and array transducers) and laboratories
[8]–[10]. To demonstrate system independence in more
weakly scattering media, two laboratory systems were
used to examine scattering from agar spheres in an agar
background of different density [11]. BSC results for this
model measured by the two systems were in good agreement with predictions from scattering theory.
The next logical step in these QUS measurement system comparisons is to progress to BSC estimates for animal models. A preliminary study [12] demonstrated some
variability (quantified via the root mean square error)
among BSCs in six spontaneous rat tumors (one carcinoma and five fibroadenomas). From the experience gained
in that preliminary study, another cross-platform comparison study was conducted, and is reported herein, using
the same four ultrasound systems but improved experimental techniques. This contribution details the systems,
experimental procedure, and processing procedures used
to evaluate BSCs and reports results for four additional
rat fibroadenomas.
The goal of this study was to perform a cross-platform
comparison of BSC estimates using a single-element laboratory scanner and three clinical array system scanners in
an in vivo animal tumor model. The experimental design
employed in this study called for each laboratory group
to acquire echo data for the same tumors in live animals
at essentially the same time. Each group of investigators
[from the University of Wisconsin–Madison (UW), Iowa
State University (ISU), and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)] assembled at the UIUC laboratory with representative ultrasonic systems that are
used in their laboratories; that is, Siemens (UW), Zonare
(ISU), Ultrasonix (UIUC), and a single-element laboratory system (UIUC). Additionally, for each ultrasonic
system, those who operated the equipment during data
acquisition and data processing dealt only with their own
equipment and data. No data analysis comparisons were
conducted while the data were being acquired; all analyses
were performed at the investigators’ respective home locations. The key aspect of the study was to assess systemindependent parameter estimates with the four imaging
systems on live tissue, which required each group of investigators to work independently.
This study expanded upon [12] with an additional four
rat fibroadenomas, and by determining the attenuation for
each individual tumor from the backscattered ultrasound
RF data. Using this strategy, the appropriate attenuation
compensation was specific to each fibroadenoma. This is
in contrast to the preliminary study [12], in which an attenuation slope of 1 dB/cm·MHz was used for all fibroadenomas and all systems for consistency. However, the use of
a consistent, but only approximate, attenuation slope for
all specimens disregards individual differences in attenuation that can lead to inaccuracies in BSC estimation. Further, in this study, the ESD was estimated for each tumor
from the attenuation-compensated BSC for that tumor.
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Spontaneous rat fibroadenomas were used to provide a
heterogeneous, uncharacterized material in which to test
the attenuation and attenuation-compensated BSC techniques and to compare the results across systems. Thus,
the comparison is made across systems for each tumor
and not across tumors. Given previous work in homogeneous and well-characterized materials, the next step is
to perform a comparison of parameter estimates in live
tissue for which the true parameter values are unknown.
Although there are experimental tumor types that can
produce very homogeneous tumors, it was desired to use
a tumor more consistent with clinical imaging tasks in
which a heterogeneous mix of tissues types and properties is common. Fibroadenoma heterogeneity is considerable, thus providing a near worst-case biological medium
to challenge the cross-platform QUS capability. Attenuation, BSC, and ESDs within the tumors were estimated
using data from each system, and results were compared.
A functional ANOVA method was used for comparison of
the BSC versus frequency curves across systems [13].
II. Methods
A. Animal Model
Four female Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats (Harlan Laboratories Inc., Indianapolis, IN) weighing 290 ± 63 g, and
at age 9 ± 1 mo, with spontaneous mammary tumors were
imaged. This animal model results in primarily fibroadenomas, the most common benign neoplasm of the rat
mammary gland, with a smaller number of carcinomas.
Because these tumors were spontaneous, the location,
rate of growth and histological category, as assessed by
a board-certified pathologist (SS), varied from animal to
animal. The experimental protocol was approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)
of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and
satisfied all university and National Institutes of Health
(NIH) rules for the humane use of laboratory animals.
B. Ultrasound Systems
Three array-based clinical systems and one single-element laboratory system were used to image the same rat
tumors. The systems not housed at UIUC were transported to enable all data acquisition to take place at UIUC by
the respective research group. The three clinical systems
were a SonixRP (Ultrasonix Medical Corporation, Richmond, BC); a Zonare Z.one scan engine diagnostic system
(ZONARE Medical Systems Inc., Mountain View, CA);
and a Siemens Acuson S2000 (Siemens Medical Solutions
USA Inc., Malvern, PA). The individual transducers used
on each system and their nominal center frequencies are
summarized in Table I. In addition, the bandwidth over
which the analyses were performed is included, and the
cut-off criteria that were used to obtain those bandwidths
are described.
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TABLE I. Transducers Used, Their Nominal Center Frequencies, and Approximate Bandwidths Covered by the Transducers
for Each System Are Summarized, Along With the Cutoff Criterion Used to Determine the Bandwidth.

Ultrasound system

Transducer

Nominal
center
frequency
(MHz)

Ultrasonix SonixRP

L9–4/38
L14–5/38
L8–3
L14–5sp
4V1
9L4
18L6
3.5f3
7.5f4

5
6
7
10
3
6
10
3.5
7.5

Zonare Z.one
Siemens Acuson S2000

Laboratory

Approximate
combined
bandwidth
(MHz)

Bandwidth
cutoff
criterion

Data
sampling rate
(MHz)

2 to 8

−15 dB

40

4 to 9

−20 dB

50

2 to 14

10 dB higher than noise floor

40

0.6 to 10.5

−6 dB

40

C. Animal Handling
The study was performed at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) to enable sequential data
collection from each animal with each system. All four
rats were provided food ad libitum. The anatomic locations of the tumors varied, with one adjacent to the left
fore limb, one by the left hind limb, and two next to the
right hind limb. Each rat was anesthetized with 87 mg/kg
of ketamine hydrochloride and 13 mg/kg of xylazine intraperitoneally. The hair over the tumor was shaved and depilated to maximize sound transmission. A rectangular 20
× 4 mm box was drawn on the skin over the tumor region
to indicate the region where data were to be acquired. A
small piece of tape was placed in the upper left corner of
the box to aid in guiding the different imaging probes to
approximately the same tissue region. The tape could be
observed in the B-mode images and allowed for the probe
to be aligned to the same tumor region. This probe-guiding procedure assured that RF echo data were acquired
from nearly the same in situ tumor region, given that
the study was focused on cross-platform performance, not
on comparisons among the fibroadenomas (we expected
the results to differ between fibroadenomas). The rat was
mounted in a custom holder which allowed direct ultrasonic beam access to the tumor, and partially submerged
in a tank of room-temperature degassed water. RF echo
data were acquired from each scanner without moving the
rat relative to the holder to aid in the scanning of the
same tumor region by all the imaging systems. Variations
in alignment between the tumor and transducer occurred
because of limitations in manually orienting them relative to each other. The linear array probes used in this
study had up to a 2-cm water path between the tumor
and transducer to keep the focal zone within the tumor.
For the laboratory system, the single-element transducers
were positioned so that the focal plane was mid-tumor.
For all systems, data were acquired from a total of five
image planes separated by 1 mm.
Tumors were scanned by each imaging system in varying (pseudo-random) order to avoid biases that may arise

based on the time duration the rat was under anesthesia. Total scanning time for an individual tumor with all
four systems was approximately three hours. The on-site
anesthesia level for each rat was carefully monitored by
a veterinarian (RJM). After imaging, the animals were
euthanized and the tumors were excised. The tumors were
placed in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 to 72 h,
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), and sent to
the pathologist (SS) for diagnosis.
D. Reference Techniques
For the three array-based clinical systems, reference
scans were acquired from a well-characterized reference
phantom after acquiring the experimental data from the
tumors and without adjusting any of the system settings
[14]. In all cases, the phantom was positioned at the same
depth as the sample to keep the water path the same
length in both cases. The phantom was 20 cm thick, providing reference signals throughout the entire depth from
which tumor data were acquired. The reference phantom
was made with 6.4 g of 1- to 45-µm-diameter glass beads
uniformly distributed in a 1600-cm3 gel background material. The gel background material was an emulsion containing 70% safflower oil [15]. The top of the phantom
was covered with a 25-µm-thick Saran layer. Acoustic
properties of the reference phantom were determined using a laboratory-based narrowband substitution method
[16], applied to material in test cylinders manufactured
at the same time as the phantom. The sound speed was
1492 m/s at 2.5 MHz. A polynomial was fit to the measured attenuation data to model the frequency-dependent
attenuation coefficient, and is represented by the function
α = 0.033f 2 + 0.26f + 0.18, where f is in megahertz and α
is in decibels per centimeter. This function applies to the
frequency range from 2 to 10 MHz.
For the laboratory system, a reference scan was acquired from a planar poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
reflector (with a pressure reflection coefficient of 37%)
that was stepped through the entire depth of field of the
transducer in quarter-wavelength steps.
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E. Attenuation
For each of the three clinical systems, the frequencydependent attenuation coefficient was estimated from the
RF backscatter signal data for each tumor. The data from
the laboratory system were too noisy to extract attenuation estimates because no waveform averaging could be
employed with a live animal, and therefore no attenuation
data were available from this system. A reference phantom
technique that uses the spectral difference algorithm [14]
was implemented independently by each laboratory group
to estimate the attenuation coefficient versus frequency.
Thus, the selection of regions of interest (ROIs) and individual analysis window sizes and locations were performed
independently by each group on their own data.
In all cases, power spectral ratios of the RF echo data
from the tumor region to data from the reference phantom at equivalent depths were computed to account for
system-dependent factors, including the ultrasound field,
on the sample echo data. First, B-mode images were constructed from the RF data. Using the B-mode image, an
overall ROI was chosen within the tumor where the tissue appeared to be the least heterogeneous, to meet the
uniform scattering assumption of the spectral difference
attenuation estimation method. Within the overall ROI,
overlapping analysis windows were used to analyze power
spectra as a function of depth. The analysis windows selected by each group varied in dimensions, exact placement, and windowing, as summarized in Table II.
For each analysis window, the ratio of the echo signal
power spectrum from the sample to that of the reference
phantom, PSsamp/PSref, was estimated. According to [14,
Eq. (12)] , PSsamp/PSref can be approximated by
PS samp
BSC samp(f ) exp(−4α samp(f )d)
=
,
PS ref
BSC ref(f ) exp(−4α ref(f )d)

(1)

where αsamp( f ) and αref( f ) are the frequency-dependent attenuation coefficients for the sample and reference, respectively; d is the depth; and f is the frequency.
BSCsamp( f ) and BSCref( f ) represent the frequency-dependent BSCs of the sample and reference, respectively. Assuming constant BSC within the ROI, the change in the
natural logarithm of the ratio as a function of tissue depth
is of the form
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∂   PS samp  
 ln 
 = −4(α samp(f ) − α ref(f )) = −4∆α(f ),
∂d   PS ref  
			
		(2)
where Δα( f ) is the difference between the attenuation
coefficients of the tumor and the reference phantom. A
ln(PSsamp/PSref) versus depth linear regression was performed using the model ln(PSsamp/PSref) = p1d + p0 for
each frequency, where p1 is equal to −4Δα( f ) at that
frequency and p0 is a constant. The sample attenuation
coefficient was obtained by adding the known attenuation
coefficient of the reference phantom [as in (2)].
For the SonixRP system (UIUC), specific spectral analysis parameters are given in Table II. The wavelength λ
was estimated using the speed of sound as 1540 m/s and
the center frequency of the respective transducer. For example, for the L9-4/38 transducer, the size of each analysis windows was 4.6 mm. Each analysis window consisted
of approximately 30 acoustic scan lines. To obtain smooth
reference power spectra, all scan lines from the reference
phantom for the respective transducer were used. The
ROI was selected in a homogeneous region in the tumor
judging from the B-mode images.
For the Zonare system (ISU), ROIs varied in spatial extent to allow for the largest homogeneous region possible to
be analyzed, based on a visual assessment of the grayscale
images. To determine the number of uncorrelated acoustic
scan lines in the ROI, the correlation coefficient was measured among adjacent lines from the reference phantom.
The correlation coefficient was less than 0.2 between the
uncorrelated echo lines that were separated by at least two
adjacent lines. Only the uncorrelated echoes were used to
estimate the power spectra. The power spectrum for each
analysis window within the ROI of the tumor as well as
within the reference phantom was estimated by applying
a rectangular window to each acoustic scan line signal
segment, performing an FFT, and then averaging laterally
across the echo lines in the analysis window.
For the Siemens S2000 system (UW), RF echo data
were acquired through the manufacturer’s Axius Direct
ultrasound research interface (URI) [17], where the signals
from acoustic scan lines are stored with 16-bit resolution
at 40-MHz sample frequency. The ROIs varied in spatial
extent, because a homogeneous region needed to be selected within the tumor. For each tumor, the largest re-

TABLE II. Summary of Parameters for Attenuation Estimation Used by Each Array-Based Imaging System.
Analysis window size

Analysis window overlap

Ultrasound system

Axial

Lateral

Axial

Lateral

Windowing
function

Ultrasonix SonixRP

15 λ

50%

90%

Rectangular

Zonare Z.one

5 pulse lengths (0.847 mm
for the L14–5sp and 0.524
mm for the L8–3)
3 mm (3.9 µs)

50 scan lines
(7.5 mm)
Width of tumor
(3.7 to 11.5 mm)

50%

One analysis region

Rectangular

75%

75%

Hann

Siemens Acuson S2000

3 mm
(24–30 scan lines)
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gion that appeared to have a homogeneous texture in the
B-mode image was selected. To determine the amount of
independent data within the 3 × 3 mm analysis windows
employed, an autocorrelation analysis of the RF echo data
from the reference phantom was used. Using the distance
over which correlation in the RF data dropped 20 dB as
a metric, the average axial extent of the analysis window
(among the three transducers) was nine pulse durations,
and the average lateral extent was 3.8 decorrelated pulseecho beam widths. The power spectrum for each analysis
window within the ROI of the tumor as well as within
the reference phantom was estimated by applying a Hann
window to each 3-mm (3.9-μs) acoustic scan line signal
segment, computing its chirp-z transform, and then averaging laterally across the analysis window.
For each tumor, attenuation coefficient estimates from
all three systems were plotted in decibels per centimeter
versus frequency. A power law of the form
α = α 0f n

(3)

was fit to the data from all three systems using a nonlinear least squares fit. This combined estimate of the tumor
attenuation in the form of a power law was then used in
processing the data for the BSC estimates from all systems. The same tumor-specific attenuation estimate was
used to compensate for attenuation across all systems to
minimize compounding differences in results between attenuation and BSC.
F. Backscatter Coefficient
For each system, the frequency-dependent BSC was
computed for each tumor. The ROI within the tumor was
outlined within each 2-D slice and divided into analysis
windows, with sizes summarized in Table III. The analysis
windows allowed for the BSC estimates to be made locally
to provide information regarding variations in estimates of
the ESDs within a tumor.
For the clinical imaging systems, the BSCs were estimated using the reference phantom technique [14]. For
each analysis window, the ratio of the echo signal power spectrum from the sample to that of the reference,
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PSsamp/PSref, was corrected for the difference between the
total attenuation of the reference phantom and the tumor
at the depth of the analysis window, as determined by the
power law fit. Eq. (1) was then solved for BSCsamp( f ), the
frequency-dependent BSC of the tumor tissue within the
analysis window.
For the laboratory system, the BSC was estimated using a planar reflector to compensate for the system-dependent factors [11], [18], [19].
The tumor surface was first outlined in the B-mode image. Because the tumor has a curved surface, each RF echo
line in the ROI was then compensated for attenuation as
per the distance from the tumor surface to the ROI for
that particular RF line as outlined in the B-mode image.
For the Siemens system, the mean distance between the
tumor surface and scan lines within the analysis window
was calculated and used for attenuation compensation for
all scan lines within the analysis window. For the Zonare
system, the distances for attenuation compensation in
each analysis window were based on the central scan line
within the analysis window and applied to all scan lines.
For the SonixRP and laboratory systems, the distances for
attenuation compensation were determined for each scan
line individually within the analysis window.
For all systems, within each analysis window, the RF
signals from individual acoustic scan lines were processed
to estimate BSCs; these were then averaged to give a BSC
for the analysis window. The average of all the analysis
windows was used to estimate the BSC for the entire slice
(see Table III).
With the laboratory system (UIUC), the entire visible
portion of the tumor from the B-mode image was outlined
into an ROI and segmented for analysis. The size and the
percent overlap of the analysis windows are listed in Table
III. Because of the fixed focus and often high attenuation
within the fibroadenomas, some regions had a poor signalto-noise ratio. Generally, the back wall of the tumor could
not be observed, so these regions were not included in
the selected ROI. The tissue chosen for segmentation was
located within the depth of focus for each transducer used
to scan the tumor. The planar reference echo signals were
acquired with the same overall electronic system settings
for each transducer. The planar reference echo signals were

TABLE III. Summary of Parameters for Backscatter Coefficient (BSC) Analysis Used by Each Ultrasound System.
Analysis window size

Analysis window
overlap

Ultrasound system

Axial

Lateral

Axial

Lateral

Scan lines employed

Ultrasonix Sonix RP

15 λ

15 λ

50%

50%

Zonare Z.one

30 scan lines
(2.57 to 4.78 mm)

90%

90%

Siemens Acuson S2000

5 pulse lengths (0.847 mm
for the L14–5sp and 0.524
mm for the L8–3)
4 mm

All scan lines – 0.15 mm
spacing
Every second scan line –
decorrelated to 20%

4 mm

90%

90%

Laboratory

15 λ

15 λ

75%

75%

All scan lines – 3.8
decorrelated pulse widths in
analysis window
All scan lines – 1/4 λ line
spacing for each transducer
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acquired by finding the maximum signal at the focus and
then moving the single-element transducer to cover the
zone where the echo signal from the reflector varied from a
third of the maximum amplitude, through the focus back
to a third of the maximum amplitude. The reference data
were acquired after each transducer was used to acquire
tumor data and/or each time any electronic system setting was changed to account for system dependencies. For
each analysis region, the reference power spectra obtained
from within the gated range were averaged. The BSC was
then estimated using the method described by Chen et
al. [20].
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is the system-dependent bias, if any, and esamp( f ) denotes
the random sample noise, which was correlated across different frequencies f. The noise component was assumed to
have a constant mean equal to zero, a stationary autocorrelation function, and a constant variance σe2. Using
(4), the null hypothesis of no system bias had the form
H0 :

2
(f )df
∫ β syst

= 0 for each system.

(5)

Ω

Because of the correlation within BSC versus frequency
curves, functional ANOVA (fANOVA) was used to test
the hypothesis in (5), using bootstrap resampling to deterG. Statistical Analysis
mine the significance of the fANOVA F-statistic [13], [21],
[22]. This was accomplished by: 1) linearly interpolating
RF echo data from multiple planes, each separated by the gridded BSC estimates to a common grid of frequen1 mm, had been acquired from each tumor. Each plane of cies; 2) estimating the mean frequency-dependent BSC
data was considered to provide an independent sample. (in decibels) within and across systems via frequency speBecause of the different center frequencies of the trans- cific averaging; 3) computing the mean (over frequencies)
ducers, each RF data set ranged over a different frequency within and between system sums of squares functions; 4)
bandwidth. Two frequency ranges were selected to pro- computing the resulting fANOVA test statistic (Appendix
vide comparisons between BSC versus frequency curves (A.4), [13], [21]); and 5) evaluating the significance of the
from different systems—a lower frequency range (3.9 to observed fANOVA statistic via bootstrap resampling from
4.9 MHz) and a higher frequency range (6.55 to 7.9 MHz). the entire collection of BSC estimates [23]. Further details
These two frequency ranges provided maximum overlap are provided in the Appendix.
between systems (Fig. 1).
For cases in which statistically significant system differThe following model equation was employed to sepa- ences were detected, functional signal-to-noise ratios were
rate system effects and noise effects on the measurement computed to compare the magnitudes of system effects to
the noise level. These were measured by the root mean
of BSC (in decibels):
signal-to-noise ratio (RSNR) derived in the Appendix; see
10 log 10(BSC(f )) = µ 0(f ) + β syst(f ) + e samp(f ), f ∈ Ω,			 (A.11). The formula in (A.11) is a fANOVA generalization
		(4) of Cohen’s d [24] (mean square difference between means
divided by standard deviation), a standard effect size estiwhere Ω is the frequency range of interest, μ0( f ) is the mate in univariate ANOVA and regression analysis. Table
system-independent BSC parameter (in decibels), βsyst( f ) IV provides the RSNR values for each tumor.
H. Effective Scatterer Diameter Estimates
ESD estimates were performed using one transducer
for each imaging system that provided overlapping bandwidth with data from other systems. The transducers employed for the ESD estimates were the SonixRP L14-5/38
transducer, the Zonare L8-3 transducer, the Siemens 9L4
transducer, and the laboratory system 7.5f4 transducer.
Estimates were performed using both the full bandwidth
of each transducer and also with the bandwidth limited
to a common range for all transducers. For the Zonare
system, the limited bandwidth case was the same as the
full bandwidth case.
The ESD was estimated for each ROI using the Gaussian form factor. The BSC σ is expressed in terms of the
Gaussian form factor as
2

σ ∝ k 4 exp −0.827ka ,
Fig. 1. Frequency ranges for calculating the backscatter coefficient (BSC)
for the nine scanning system/transducer combinations, with the selected
low (3.9 to 4.9 MHz) and high (6.55 to 7.9 MHz) frequency ranges superimposed.

(6)

where k is the wave number and a is the effective scatterer
radius. The ESD from the laboratory and Zonare systems were estimated by minimizing the mean square error
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TABLE IV. Functional Analysis of Variance Test Results for Intersystem Differences for Low
and High Frequency Ranges.

Tumor

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Number of
systems
compared

F-statistic

Bootstrap
p-value

Effect size
(RSNR)

R1
R1
R2
R2
R3
R3
R4
R4

3.9 to 4.9
6.55 to 7.9
3.9 to 4.9
6.55 to 7.9
3.9 to 4.9
6.55 to 7.9
3.9 to 4.9
6.55 to 7.9

8
4
7
4
8
5
7
5

3.24
23.0
11.3
13.7
19.9
20.7
19.6
0.661

0.004
<0.0005
<0.0005
<0.0005
<0.0005
<0.0005
<0.0005
0.694

0.669
2.10
1.44
1.59
1.94
1.98
1.93
0

(MSE) between the BSC and the Gaussian form factor.
The ESDs from the Siemens and Ultrasonix systems were
estimated based on closed-form solutions detailed in [25]
and [26], respectively. Parametric images of both the ESD
and the corresponding MSE were constructed to provide
information about the spatial distribution of parameter
estimates. Where multiple analysis windows overlapped,
the parametric image displays the average value.
To determine if there were statistically significant differences in ESD estimates across the imaging systems, an
additive linear model with factor variables for rat, imaging system, and bandwidth (full or limited) was run on
the ESD data with p-values less than 0.05 considered significant. The method is a weighted least squares approach,
with weights equal to the numbers of ESD estimates.
III. Results
The four tumors were histologically confirmed to be
fibroadenomas. The diameters of the tumors ranged from
2 to 4 cm along the planes of image acquisition. Heterogeneity was observed both within individual tumors as well
as between the four tumors imaged, as shown in the H&Estained histological images in Fig. 2. Tumor R2 had the
greatest heterogeneities, with the central region having
less connective tissue than the surrounding tissue. Tumor
R1 was more fibrous than the other tumors.
A. Attenuation
Fig. 3 shows the attenuation versus frequency plots for
the four fibroadenomas along with the power law, (3), fit
to the combined data. Overlap was observed in the estimated attenuation values across the three clinical imaging
systems with the data following a power law well over the
extent of the frequency range. The power-law parameters
are summarized in Table V with the power (n) ranging
from 1.25 to 1.79, showing a deviation from linear frequency dependence of the attenuation. The local attenuation slope estimated at 7.5 MHz from the power-law fit is
also summarized in Table V with high attenuation values
observed from the four tumors (2.0 to 3.7 dB/cm·MHz)
and showing large variations between tumors.

Fig. 2. Hematoxylin and eosin stained slice of each of the four fibroadenomas: (a) R1, (b) R2, (c) R3, and (d) R4. Original magnification for
left-side images was 4× (bar = 500 µm). Boxes in left-side images are the
expanded images (40×, bar = 50 µm) on the right side.
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Fig. 3. The attenuation as a function of frequency is plotted for each tumor: (a) R1, (b) R2, (c) R3, and (d) R4. Axes and imaging system color code
is consistent across all plots. The power law fits to the data are shown in black, and the equation is displayed in each plot.

B. Backscatter Coefficient
All transducers had considerable overlap in bandwidth
with several other transducers, allowing for a direct visual
comparison of the BSC magnitude and trends when displayed graphically. Figs. 4(a) to 4(d) show the BSC as a
function of frequency for each of the four fibroadenomas.
Both the individual data slices [Figs. 4(e) to 4(h)] and the
averaged data [Figs. 4(a) to 4(d)] for each transducer are
plotted to demonstrate the amount of variability within a
tumor compared with the variability between data from
different transducers and imaging systems. A substantial
amount of overlap is observed in results from many of the

transducers, with comparable variations between systems,
transducers, and individual slices in many cases. Fig. 4(b)
for R2 shows the greatest variability, with results from the
Siemens 18L6 and the Ultrasonix L14-5/38 exhibiting a
very different trend in the magnitude and the frequency
dependence compared with the results for other transducers.
To perform the fANOVA and calculate the RSNR to
compare across data from multiple transducers, relevant
bandwidths needed to be selected for the analyses. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the two frequency ranges that allowed
for all transducers to be included in at least one range
while keeping the bandwidth as wide as possible were 3.9

TABLE V. Coefficients for the Power Law Fit to the Fibroadenoma Attenuation Data
in the Form of α = α0f n With Associated 95% Confidence Intervals (CI).
Tumor
R1
R2
R3
R4

α0 (95% CI)
0.44
1.11
0.99
1.00

(0.38
(0.94
(0.86
(0.86

to
to
to
to

0.50)
1.24)
1.12)
1.12)

n (95% CI)
1.79
1.42
1.43
1.25

(1.72
(1.36
(1.37
(1.21

to
to
to
to

1.85)
1.49)
1.50)
1.29)

@ 7.5 MHz
(dB/cm·MHz)
3.2
3.7
3.3
2.0

Attenuation data from all five slices of data were averaged to provide one estimate per imaging system, which
was then used to fit the power law to the data from all three imaging systems. Estimated attenuation slope at
7.5 MHz is provided for each tumor.
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the noise level, with most being between 1.5 and 2.0. In
addition, pairwise root mean square differences (RMSD)
between BSC curves (in decibels) within systems and between systems were computed and averaged for each tumor. The results are displayed in Fig. 5, which shows the
median RMSD values within and between systems, along
with the 25th and 75th percentiles. For the low-frequency-range systems, the excess variation resulting from between-system differences was of much smaller magnitude
than the within-system noise. For the higher frequency
range, between-system effects were larger, with the median value approximately 2 dB higher between systems
than within systems.
C. Effective Scatterer Diameter Estimates

Fig. 4. The backscatter coefficient (BSC) averaged across all slices (a) to
(d) and the BSC values of each individual slice (e) to (h) are displayed
for each tumor: (a) and (e) R1, (b) and (f) R2, (c) and (g) R3, (d) and
(h) R4. Axes and imaging system color code is consistent across all
plots.

to 4.9 MHz and 6.55 to 7.9 MHz. These frequency ranges
are different from those used for the attenuation estimates
because of the additional transducers for which data are
included in the analysis and inclusion of results from the
laboratory system.
The fANOVA analysis with bootstrap F-statistics
found statistically significant differences across the BSC
versus frequency curves for all cases except for R4 at the
higher frequency range (6.55 to 7.9 MHz, Table IV). The
results indicate that the systems are not all equivalent—at
least one of the systems was significantly different from
the others. The effect size estimates of RSNR for differences between systems were computed for each tumor and
are included in Table IV along with the bootstrap F-test
results. Effect size estimates ranged from 0 to 2.10 times

Fig. 6 shows an example of B-mode images of tumors,
as well as the parametric ESD and MSE images for each
imaging system. Variation in estimated ESD can be observed across the tumor with the general pattern of regions of higher and lower ESDs being consistent across the
different imaging systems. For the full bandwidth case,
the bandwidth determined for each transducer was employed. The limited bandwidth range was selected as 3.6
to 6.6 MHz, which is the region where the power spectra
from all systems were above −20 dB.
Results from the additive linear model resulted in statistically significant differences between the limited and full
bandwidth case. Additionally, significant differences were
observed between rats, except for between R3 and R4, for
which no significant differences in ESD estimates were observed. After adjustment for animal and bandwidth, there
were significant differences (p <10−16) between the data
from the SonixRP and that of the other three imaging
systems. There were no significant differences between the
ESD estimates from the laboratory, Siemens, and Zonare
systems.

Fig. 5. Comparison of median rms differences in backscatter coefficient
(BSC) in decibels, within and between systems. Bar heights are median
rms differences for the category; error bars show the 25th and 75th
percentiles.
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Fig. 6. B-mode images and parametric images enhanced by effective scatterer diameter (ESD) and mean square error (MSE) of R4 are shown as an
example. First the B-mode image, followed by the ESD image and the MSE of the Gaussian form factor fit for each imaging system: (a) Ultrasonix,
(b) Zonare, (c) Siemens, and (d) laboratory system. The color map for the ESD values all range from 50 to 200 µm.

IV. Discussion
Fibroadenomas are known to be very heterogeneous
tumors, both within an individual tumor and between different tumors. Fig. 2 shows the variations across the four
fibroadenoma samples, including one tumor (R2) that is
highly heterogeneous within the sample slice shown. Despite local variations, the attenuation, BSC, and ESD estimates agreed well across all systems and transducers. The
attenuation estimates agreed well across systems for the
most part. Larger attenuation variations were observed
for R3 than for the other tumors, although R3 was not
the most heterogeneous tumor. Overall, the power law
model consistently fit all the attenuation versus frequency
data. Although a linear fit would be a reasonable estimate
for some tumors, for other tumors, particularly for R1, a
power law was required, and therefore was consistently

employed. This allowed for the measured attenuation for
the individual tumor to be used to perform attenuation
compensation before BSC estimation. The nonlinear frequency dependence of attenuation observed demonstrates
the complex nature of the attenuation value that was consistently observed across systems.
The agreement among BSC estimates measured by the
estimated signal-to-noise ratio statistics RSNR indicates
that, even with limitations on obtaining data from the
exact same region with every system, the variation between systems was at most twice the variation within systems for the four tumors. With the variability between
systems and transducers being only slightly higher than
the variability between individual slices obtained with a
single transducer, for the heterogeneous tumors imaged,
the inter-system variability is not dominating the variations in estimates observed. The ability to obtain con-
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sistent BSC estimates across systems, after appropriate
attenuation compensation, is the cornerstone required to
translate QUS techniques into clinical practice. The greatest variability in BSC was observed with tumor R2, for
which the Siemens 18L6 and the SonixRP L14–5/38 had
a very steep BSC versus frequency slope at the upper end
of their respective frequency ranges. Although this trend
does not fit with the trends from other transducers or even
other slices of data obtained from the same transducers,
it is interesting to note that the histology slides from this
tumor [an example slide is shown in Fig. 2(b)] showed a
greater heterogeneity than the other tumors with a central
region that had more connective tissue than the surrounding tissue. It is possible that variations in regions where
the data were acquired could result in some data being
acquired from a region with substantially different tissue
properties.
Despite the differences in processing techniques, including the different types of reference signals required between the single-element and array systems, differences
in window analysis sizes, system architecture, and transducer characteristics, it was possible to maintain good
agreement in BSC versus frequency among systems. This
suggests that the obtained BSC is a fairly robust estimate and not particularly sensitive to the analysis parameters when these are properly accounted for in the
analysis methods. Room for improvement may lie within
the experimental procedures to control for variations from
one scan to the other to allow for more consistent data
to be acquired. Improvements in maintaining more consistent processing techniques may also prove valuable. In
particular, the selection of the analysis bandwidth varied
across the groups when the data were processed. In some
cases, the power spectra from the reference phantom alone
was used to select a bandwidth. However, particularly for
cases of high attenuation in tumors, differences in spectra
between the reference and sample could result in selecting
an inappropriate bandwidth.
There is no literature base for determining the necessary level of agreement, nor the most appropriate metric
to evaluate the agreement, across multiple BSC estimates.
Presented here is an extension of previous fANOVA methods to allow for the functional form of BSC data to be
considered in evaluating the results and allowing a comparison across BSC estimates. It will be an important consideration as the field of QUS goes forward to determine
how to compare results between different imaging platforms.
The ESD estimate has demonstrated potential for distinguishing different types of tumors [27], [28], and is presented here to demonstrate the consistency in estimates
across systems. This is of particular significance because
the ESD parameter could be used in clinical practice to
aid diagnosis. The consistency in gradation of ESD estimates, including data for the one system that showed significant differences across the tumor, indicates that there
was sensitivity to changes in properties that influence the
ESD. It is interesting to note from Fig. 4 that the differ-
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ent orientations of the transducer relative to the tumor
did not change the pattern observed for the lowest ESD
estimates near the center of the tumor, suggesting this is
likely a true result from the tissue rather than an artifact
of the orientation.
V. Conclusion
In vivo QUS imaging of rat fibroadenomas increases
the level of complexity and heterogeneity applied to QUS
estimates when compared with images of tissue-mimicking
phantoms. Nevertheless, agreement was observed in the attenuation, BSC, and ESD estimates between four imaging
systems for four different rat fibroadenomas. Variations
in image acquisition and data processing techniques are
still able to yield comparable backscatter and attenuation
coefficient versus frequency results, demonstrating that
these measurements can be made in a system-independent
manner, which demonstrates the potential for clinical applications of QUS.
Appendix
Functional ANOVA Analysis
For notational convenience, let S denote the number
of systems compared and let ns denote the number of
scanning planes for system s (s = 1, 2, …, S). The total number of scanning planes is N = n1 + … + nS.
Furthermore, denote the BSC versus frequency curve (in
decibels) for the ith RF data slice from system s by ysi( f )
:= 10 log10{BSC( f )}. For a fixed frequency, f, the one-way
ANOVA F-statistic for intersystem variation is given by
[29]
F(f ) =

MSB(f )
,
MSW(f )

(A.1)

where the mean square deviations between groups (systems) is
MSB(f ) =

1
S −1

S

∑ n s{y s(f ) − y (f )}2,

(A.2)

s =1

the mean square deviations within groups (systems) is
MSW(f ) =

1
N −S

S

ns

∑ ∑ {y si(f ) − y s(f )}2,

(A.3)

s =1 i =1

and where y s(f ) and y (f ) denote the system mean and
overall mean across all RF data planes, for frequency f.
Because of the need to test over an interval of frequencies,
the frequency-specific statistics in (A.1)–(A.3) are integrated over frequencies to obtain the fANOVA statistics
via the spatial mean sums-of-squares over the frequency
range Ω [13], [21]. The resulting fANOVA statistic is
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Ffunc =

MSB func
,
MSWfunc

(A.4)

where
MSB func =

1
Ω

MSWfunc =

∫ MSB(f )df

≈

Ω

1
Ω

∫ MSW(f )df
Ω

1
T
≈

∑ MSB(fg),

(A.5)

f g ∈Ω

1
T

∑ MSW(fg),			

f g ∈Ω

		(A.6)
and (f1, …, fT) is the grid of frequencies over the range
of interest. Significance testing for system differences was
accomplished via bootstrap resampling [23] of the functional F-statistic in (A.4) because the exact distribution is
not available [13]. Results were based on 2000 bootstrap
samples.
To measure the magnitude of system differences compared with noise, it is observed here that the functional
F-statistic provides the means to estimate the weighted
average squared signal-to-noise ratio or effect size. In particular, the model in (4) implies that the expected mean
squares are given by
E(MSB func) = σe2 +

N
2
WAVE{ βs },
S −1

(A.7)

and
E(MSWfunc) = σe2,

(A.8)

where WAVE{xs} = N −1∑s n sx s , the weighted average,
and
βs =

1/2

{ Ω1 ∫ β (f )df }
Ω

2
s

.

(A.9)

Eqs. (A.7)–(A.9) yield an expression for the theoretical
root average signal-to-noise ratio (RSN):
1
S − 1  E(MSB func)

2

WAVE{ βs } =
− 1 .		
σe
N  E(MSWfunc)

		(A.10)
RSN =

To compute an estimate of (A.10) from the data, the
corresponding quantity is given by the empirical root signal-to-noise ratio estimate (RSNR):
2
1
S −1
WAVE{ βˆs } =
(Ffunc − 1).			
σˆe
N
		(A.11)

RSNR =

Here, σ̂e2 = MSWfunc and βˆs(f ) is the estimated system
component function of the BSC compared with the overall
average across systems (s = 1, …, S).
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